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Anexo 4. Listado palabras Categoría 2 Bilingual Schools: 3rd and 4th graders
(group 2)
Words
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Africa
alligator
among
avoid
bald
barbecue
bare
barn
battle
beat
become
best
bicycle
biomass
blank
blossom
bone
bored
brainstorm
brought
bucket
Buckingham
Palace
button
calmly
capture
cartoon
caterpillar
cattle
caught
cave

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.

cent
ceramic
ceremony
choke
coal
coastline
collar
commerce
cone
confident
conjunction
container
courtyard
crunchy
cup
daisy
daytime
deer
deliver
depression
diamond
dig
disaster
doorstep
downstairs
dream
elastic
emotion
enough
exactly
eyelashes
feature
fertile
fierce
flower
fluffy

67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.

function
garment
gentle
ghost
giggle
give
globe
grandparents
granite
guide
happily
hare
handle
hay
herd
historian
honey
horse
household
hurt
icicles
idea
ignore
illustrator
iris
joint
kingdom
lady
lantern
latitude
lava
leopard
lesson
load
magazine
magnet

103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.

matter
mature
Mexico City
mittens
morsel
motorbike
motorcycle
musicians
natural
newborn
nice
north
Northern
Ireland
oats
observe
octopus
oil
once
opinion
original
pale
panther
pattern
peach
perfume
photograph
photosynthesis
pipe
planet
politician
pollution
portion
posture
preservation
ramp
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138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.

rapidly
reaction
receive
recess
refuge
relax
rice
rocket
roller skates
rope
rubber
ruler
rural
salty
San Francisco
sandcastle
science

155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.

scooter
scream
sea
seldom
shiver
sight
skunk
slept
snail
snowman
soccer
sparkle
special
spill
spot
steak
sticky

172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.

stomp
stop
sugar
surprised
survey
symbol
T-shirt / t-shirt
tee-shirt
taste
taxi
telegraph
Thanksgiving
tonight
traditional
trap
trousers
truck

188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.

tub
tunnel
urban
vegetarians
volume
wake up
waste
watercolor /
watercolour
wave
whisper
world
worm
wrapped
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Definitions
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Africa. Noun: One of the seven continents.
alligator. Noun: a large short-legged reptile that
has a long body, thick skin, a long broad snout,
and sharp teeth and is related to the crocodile
and lizards.
among. Prep.: in, into, or through the midst or
middle of
avoid. Verb: to keep away from
bald. Adjective: lacking a natural or usual
covering typically on the head.
barbecue. Noun: a social gathering especially in
the open air at which barbecued food is eaten.
bare. Adjective: lacking a natural usual or
appropriate covering.
barn. Noun: a large farm building used for
storing grain, hay and animals.
battle. Noun: An encounter between two people
or groups, generally used in war.
beat. Verb: to hit or strike again and again
become. Verb: to come, change, or grow to be
best. Adjective: superlative of good
bicycle. Noun: a vehicle with two wheels, pedals
connected to the rear wheel by a chain,
handlebars for steering, and a seat like a saddle.
biomass. Noun: the amount of living matter in a
given habitat.
blank. Noun: a space where something is left out
or missing
blossom. Noun: a peak period or stage of
development.
bone. Noun: the hard parts inside of a person or
animal
bored. Adjective: feeling tired because of having
to do something that is not interesting
brainstorm. Verb: to try to solve a problem or
come up with a new idea by having discussions
with different members of the same group.
brought. Verb: past tense and past participle of
bring (to carry or cause someone or something
to come toward the speaker).
bucket. Noun: a circular open container with a
handle used to carry liquids.
Buckingham Palace. Noun: A residence and
administrative headquarters for the British
Monarch.
button. Noun: a small, round, flat thing that
fastens clothing by fitting through a hole
calmly. Adverb: to be or do something in a state
of tranquility.
capture. Verb: to take captive; to gain or win.

26. Cartoon. Noun: a design or drawing typically
found on tv or in magazines.
27. caterpillar. Noun: the larva, or middle life stage,
of a moth or butterfly
28. cattle. Noun: large mammals that people keep for
their milk, meat, and skin
29. caught. Verb: past participle and past participle
of catch
30. cave. Noun: a natural hole in the earth
31. cent. Noun: coin that is the smallest unit of
money of the U.S., equal to 1⁄100 of a dollar
32. ceramic: Adj.: of or relating to products made
from clay, pottery, and brick, or to their
manufacture.
33. ceremony. Noun: a formal act or series of acts
performed by ritual, protocol or convention.
34. choke. Verb: to stop breathing because
something is in the throat
35. coal. Noun: a mineral substance made of carbon,
used as a fuel
36. coastline. Noun: the line that forms the boundary
between land and ocean.
37. collar. Noun.: the part around the neck of a shirt,
blouse, jacket, etc.
38. commerce. Noun: the buying and selling of goods
or services; business
39. cone. Noun: a solid figure that is round at the
bottom and pointed at the top
40. confident. Adjective: full of conviction and
showing assurance in something.
41. conjunction: Noun. A word that joins together
sentences, clauses, phrases, or words.
42. container. Noun: anything that contains or can
contain something, as a carton
43. courtyard. Noun: an enclosed area adjacent to a
building.
44. crunchy. Adjective: making a sharp noise when
bitten or crushed.
45. cup. Noun: a small, open container used for
drinking
46. daisy. Noun: a plant that has a flower head of a
yellow disk and white rays.
47. daytime. Noun: the time between sunrise and
sunset
48. deer. Noun: any of several cud-chewing animals,
the males of which usually have antlers.
49. deliver. Verb: to carry and turn over to the
person receiving
50. depression. Noun: a feeling of sadness
51. diamond. Noun: a shape with four straight, equal
sides and four points
52. dig. Verb: to break up and turn over earth, sand.
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53. disaster. Noun: an unfavorable or destructive
event
54. doorstep. Noun: the area outside the front door
consisting of steps and a landing.
55. downstairs. Adverb: at, to, or on a lower floor
56. dream. Noun: an event in which changing
pictures or images come into your mind as you
sleep.
57. elastic. Adjective: able to return to its original
form after being stretched or squeezed
58. emotion. Noun: any of the feelings of joy, sorrow,
fear, hate, love, etc.
59. enough. Adjective: adequate or sufficient for the
purpose.
60. exactly. Adverb: to be precise.
61. eyelashes. Noun: the fringe of hair and the edge
of your eyelid.
62. feature: Noun: an important part or
characteristic.
63. fertile. Adjective: producing or able to produce
babies, seeds, fruit, or eggs.
64. fierce. Adj.: furiously active or determined.
65. flower. Noun: the part of a plant that makes fruit
or seeds.
66. fluffy. Adjective: being light and soft or airy;
puffed up.
67. function. Noun: action or activity thought of as
proper to a person, thing, or institution.
68. garment. Noun: a piece of clothing
69. gentle. Adjective: kind, amiable.
70. ghost: Noun. the soul of a dead person thought of
as living in an unseen world or as appearing to
living people.
71. giggle. Verb: a light hearted or soft laugh.
72. give. Verb: to present someone with something
without expecting its return
73. globe. Noun: the world; planet Earth
74. grandparents. Noun: grandmother and
grandfather.
75. granite. Noun: a hard stone made by the activity
of volcanoes.
76. guide. Verb: to direct or lead someone to a place
or around an unfamiliar area
77. happily. Adverb: in a happy manner or state.

78. hare: Noun: a long-eared animal similar to a
rabbit but usually larger.
79. handle. Noun: a part of a thing made to be taken
or held by the hand.
80. hay. Noun: grass that has been cut and dried to
be used as food for animals
81. herd. Noun: a large group of animals of the same
kind that keep together.
82. historian. Noun: one who writes about or is an
expert on history.
83. honey. Noun: a sweet, sticky fluid made by bees
from nectar collected from flowers.
84. horse. Noun: a large mammal with long legs and
a long tail. People often use horses for riding.
85. household. Noun: a permanent residence where
people dwell.
86. hurt. Verb: to cause or inflict physical pain.
87. icicle. Noun: a pendent mass of ice formed by the
freezing of dripping water.
88. idea. Noun: a formulated thought or opinion.
89. ignore. Verb: to pay no attention to
90. illustrator. Noun: an artist who makes
illustrations for books or other written works.
91. iris. Noun: the colored part of your eye.
92. joint: Noun. A point at which parts of join
together.
93. kingdom. Noun: a state or government having a
king or queen as its head.
94. lady. Noun: a woman or girl who behaves in a
polite way
95. lantern. Noun: a portable case for enclosing a
light and protecting it from the weather.
96. latitude. Noun: the distance between the equator
and a point north or south on the earth's surface
97. lava. Noun: melted rock from a volcano.
98. leopard. Noun: a large brownish-yellow cat with
black spots that lives in Asia and Africa.
99. lesson. Noun: a period of instruction with a
teacher.
100. load. Noun: anything put in or on something to
be carried somewhere.
101. magazine. Noun: A large, thin book with stories,
pictures, articles, and adverts
102. magnet. Noun: a body, as a piece of iron or steel,
that has the property of attracting certain
substances, as iron.
103. matter. Noun: all substances of the universe that
can be seen, touched, or measured
104. mature. Adjective: fully developed in body or
mind
105. Mexico City. Noun: The capital city of Mexico.
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106. mittens. Noun: a glove with two sections; one for
the thumb and the other for the fingers; typically
worn in winter.
107. morsel. Noun: a small piece or amount of food.
108. motorbike. Noun: a small, lightweight
motorcycle.
109. motorcycle. Noun: a vehicle with two wheels, a
heavy frame, and an engine
110. musicians. Noun: a person who has skill at
playing, singing, or writing music
111. natural. Adjective: existing in or formed by
nature and not by humans.
112. newborn. Adj.: recently born
113. nice. Adjective: having good behavior
114. north. Noun: one of the four major points of
direction on the compass
115. Northern Ireland. Noun: A country attached to
Ireland but a part of the UK.
116. oats. Noun: An Old World cereal plant widely
used to feed animals.
117. observe. Verb: to look at with attention
118. octopus: Noun. A sea creature having a soft, oval
body and eight tentacles with suckers on them.
119. oil. Noun: any of a large group of liquid
substances that are thick, smooth, sticky, and
sometimes easy to burn.
120. once. Adv.: one time only.
121. opinion. Noun: a view, judgement or appraisal
formed in the mind about a particular matter.
122. original. Adj.: thinking or acting in an
independent, creative, or individual manner.
123. pale. Adjective: deficient in color or intensity of
color.
124. panther. Noun: a large, black wildcat
125. pattern. Noun: an artistic design.
126. peach. Noun: the round, pink-to-yellow, fuzzyskinned fruit of a tree of the rose family.
127. perfume. Noun: a substance that emits a pleasant
odor.
128. photograph. Noun: a visual representation of
what you are seeing in a picture produced by a
camera.
129. photosynthesis. Noun: a process in which plants
do to survive.

130. pipe. Noun: a tube used to convey water, gas, oil
or other fluid substances.
131. planet. Noun: a large object in outer space that
moves around the sun or another star.
132. politician. Noun: one who is active in politics,
especially as a career.
133. pollution. Noun: poisons, waste, or other
materials that cause harm to the environment
134. portion. Noun: a part of a whole
135. posture. Noun: the position of the arms, legs, etc.,
or the way the body is held by a person when
standing, etc.
136. preservation: Noun. The act of preserving.
137. ramp. Noun: a sloping surface connecting two
levels.
138. rapidly. Adverb: to do something in a quick or
fast manner.
139. reaction. Noun: an action in a reverse direction
or manner
140. receive. Verb: to get or have delivered to one
141. recess. Noun.: a designated time for school
children to take a rest, typically outside during
lunch time.
142. refuge: Noun. Shelter or protection from danger,
trouble, etc.
143. relax. Verb: to become calm or less tense.
144. rice. Noun: the starchy seeds or grain of grass of
marshy areas, cultivated in warm climates and
used for food.
145. rocket. Noun: a firework that is driven through
the air by the gases produced by a burning
substance
146. roller skates. Noun: a shoe with a set of wheels
attached to the bottom.
147. rope. Noun: a large stout cord of fibers or wire
twisted together.
148. rubber. Noun: a highly elastic solid from the
milky juice of rubber trees.
149. ruler. Noun: a device to measure the length of an
object.
150. rural. Adjective: having to do with country life
151. salty. Adjective: having the taste of salt
152. San Francisco. Noun: a city in northern
California.
153. sandcastle. Noun: a model of a castle built out of
sand typically by children.
154. science. Noun: a system of studying and learning
about things in nature
155. scooter. Noun: a child´s foot operated vehicle
consisting of a narrow footboard and wheels.
156. scream. Verb: to make a loud, sharp cry.
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157. sea. Noun: the salt water covering most of the
earth
158. seldom. Adv.: not often; almost never.
159. shiver. Verb: to shake or tremble with cold, fear,
etc.
160. sight. Noun: the ability to see
161. skunk. Noun: an animal of North America having
a bushy tail and a black coat with white markings
and spraying a foul-smelling fluid as a defense
162. slept. Verb: past participle and past participle of
sleep
163. snail. Noun: a small animal with a soft body and a
round shell on its back
164. snowman. Noun: snow shaped to resemble a
human figure.
165. soccer. Noun: a game played by two teams of
eleven people each
166. sparkle. Verb: to cause glitter or shine.
167. special. Adjective: something that is unique.
168. spill. Verb: to cause or allow something to fall,
flow or run out usually on accident.
169. spot. Noun: a small are visibly different from the
surrounding area.
170. steak. Noun: a thick, flat piece of meat and
especially beef.
171. sticky. Adjective: tending or designed to stick to
things on contact.
172. stomp. Verb: tread heavily and noisily, typically
in order to show anger.
173. stop. Verb: to cease from doing
174. sugar. Noun: a sweet, crystalline substance made
especially from sugarcane and the sugar beet
175. surprised. Adjective: shocked or amazed by
something unexpected
176. survey: Noun. A formal examination of features,
conditions, opinions, etc.
177. symbol. Noun: an object or picture that
represents something else
178. T-shirt. Noun: a soft, informal shirt with short
sleeves and no buttons
179. taste. Verb: to tell the flavor of something by
putting it into your mouth
180. taxi. Noun: a vehicle that a person pays to get
from one place to another; classically painted
yellow.

181. telegraph: Noun. A system to transmit messages
to a distant place using electricity.
182. Thanksgiving. Noun: a holiday celebrated in the
United States in November.
183. tonight. Noun: this present or coming night.
184. traditional. Adjective: of or pertaining to
tradition.
185. trap. Verb: to catch or be caught in a trap
186. trousers. Noun: clothing that one wears on their
legs.
187. truck. Noun: a motor vehicle for carrying goods
and materials
188. tub. Noun: the space in the bathroom where one
can take a bath.
189. tunnel. Noun: a passage that goes under the
ground, through a hill, etc.
190. urban Adjective: having to do with city life
191. vegetarians: Plural noun. A person who does not
eat or does not believe in eating meat, fish, fowl,
or, in some cases, any food made from animals.
192. volume. Noun: the amount of space, measured in
cubic units, that an object or substance occupies
193. wake up. Verb: to stop sleeping
194. waste. Verb: to use up or spend to no profit.
195. watercolor. Noun: a kind of coloring matter or
pigment mixed with water and not oil
196. wave. Noun: the water that rises from the
surface of a body of water
197. whisper. Verb: to speak very low and soft.
198. world. Noun: the earth in which we inhabit.
199. worm. Noun: a long, soft-bodied, legless creature
without a backbone, as the earthworm.
200. wrapped. Verb: Past tense of wrap. To cover by
winding or folding.
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Sentences
1. Africa: In Africa, it was very popular to do a
safari.
2. alligator: See you later, alligator!
3. among: She was among friends.
4. avoid: A low-fat diet can help you avoid a heart
attack.
5. bald: My grandpa used to have hair but now he is
bald.
6. barbecue: Do you want to come to my house on
Sunday for an outdoor barbecue?
7. bare: Now that autumn has passed, all the trees
are bare.
8. barn: You can find the horses in the barn.
9. battle: It´s important who wins the war, not who
wins the battle.
10. beat: He beat the enemy.
11. become: You can become a great dancer.
12. best: That's the best pie I've ever eaten!
13. bicycle: His favorite hobby is riding a bicycle.
14. biomass: Biomass is energy that comes from
plant materials.
15. blank: The teacher gave us each a blank sheet of
paper.
16. blossom: The flowers will blossom in April.
17. bone: He fell and broke a bone in his arm.
18. bored: I felt bored during the long drive.
19. brainstorm: We have to brainstorm what we
want our project to be about..
20. brought: The screams brought the police to the
scene of the crime.
21. bucket: Use the bucket in the kitchen to empty
out the water.
22. Buckingham Palace: The guards outside
Buckingham Palace are so serious and are not
allowed to smile.
23. button: My new jacket is missing a button.
24. calmly: I tried to camly explain the situation to
my friends about what happened in school.
25. capture: The rules of the game require you to
capture the flag.
26. cartoon: A popular American cartoon is called
Spongebob.

27. caterpillar: Various species of caterpillar are
valued as sources of silk.
28. cattle: There are five cows and four goats in his
cattle.
29. caught: The police caught the men who robbed
the bank.
30. cave: You can visit the longest cave in Kentucky.
31. cent: A penny is a coin that is worth one cent.
32. ceramic: I bought these ceramic tiles for the
bathroom.
33. ceremony: A wedding ceremony is a traditional
event where two people get married.
34. choke: If a piece of food got stuck in my throat,
and you would choke.
35. coal: Coal is formed from dead vegetative matter.
36. coastline: You can drive up the coastline and
have amazing views of the ocean.
37. collar: I bought a collar for my dog yesterday that
is pink.
38. commerce: Her mother's family worked all in
commerce.
39. cone: Witches' hats are often in the shape of a
cone.
40. confident: I wish I could be as confident as Jen;
she always seems like she knows what she is
doing.
41. conjunction: Use the conjunction and for
coordinate sentences.
42. container: Milk can be found in different
containers.
43. courtyard: Let´s meeting in the courtyard and
have lunch at 2pm.
44. crunchy: The leaves make a crunchy sound when
you step on them.
45. cup: Do you want a cup of tea?
46. daisy: I gave my mother a daisy on Mother’s Day.
47. daytime: Do you prefer daytime or nighttime?
48. deer: The likelihood of encountering a deer in
the city is low.
49. deliver: That pizza place will deliver at no extra
charge.
50. depression: Your support eased my depression.
51. diamond: Part of a baseball field is a diamond
52. dig: I have to dig in the tunnel most of the day.
53. disaster: That presentation was a complete
disaster! I forgot everything I wanted to say.
54. doorstep: Please leave the package on the
doorstep if we are not home.
55. downstairs: My bedroom is downstairs.
56. dream: Last night I had a dream that I was flying.
57. elastic: Rubber bands are elastic.
58. emotion: War produces strong emotions.
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59. enough: Do we have enough water for the trip?
60. exactly: This is exactly what I have been looking
for, how did you find it?
61. eyelashes: Stacy has very beautiful and long
eyelashes.
62. feature: The price is an attractive feature of the
house.
63. fertile: The soil in river valleys is fertile.
64. fierce: Lions are fierce, I wouldn´t want to get
them angry!
65. flower: The most beautiful flower is the rose.
66. fluffy: Stuffed animals are very fluffy.
67. function: The function of the kidneys is to purify
the blood.
68. garment: My aunt can make pretty garments out
of any fabric.
69. gentle: Horses are big animals, but they are very
gentle.
70. ghost: This house is haunted by ghosts.
71. giggle: I couldn´t help but giggle at his silly joke.
72. give: My supervisor will give me my pay
envelope.
73. globe: She traveled around the globe.
74. grandparents: My grandparents’ house is very
big.
75. granite: The mountains are mainly granite, with
some limestone.
76. guide: The librarian will guide us to the books
about snakes.
77. happily: I will happily do the work for you and
have it finished by Monday.
78. hare: The hare runs very quickly.
79. handle: I need a rake with a long handle for
gathering dead leaves.
80. hay: My uncle needs to remove some hay from
the barn.
81. herd: Look! There is a herd of sheep in the
distance.
82. historian: The historian wrote a whole book on a
famous Civil War battle.
83. honey: Do you take honey with your tea?
84. horse: I saw a white horse at the countryside.
85. household: How many people live in this
household?

86. hurt: I hurt myself last week in the soccer game
and now I have to rest.
87. icicles: Icicles can be dangerous if they fall from a
high distance because they are so sharp.
88. idea: Let´s think of a good idea!
89. ignore: She tried to ignore him but he wouldn't
leave her alone.
90. illustrator: She saw a famous comic illustrator
and took a photo with him.
91. iris: I didn´t know that your iris is a part of your
eye.
92. joint: Your elbow is the joint on your body that
connects your forearm and biceps.
93. kingdom: The kingdom of animals is also very
diverse.
94. lady: The lady wore a stylish hat on her head.
95. lantern: Bonnie used her lantern to light the dark
corridor.
96. latitude: New York City, USA and Madrid, Spain
are located at the same latitude above the
equator.
97. lava: Lava looks like a red and white mixture of
fire and rock.
98. leopard: The leopard is a great runner.
99. lesson: I need more driving lessons to be a great
driver.
100. load: Heavy loads are transported by ship.
101. lucky: My father is a lucky man to have a job that
he loves.
102. magazine: His favorite sports magazine appears
once a week.
103. matter: Matter includes solids, liquids, and gases.
104. mature: There are only 250 mature pandas in
this forest.
105. Mexico City: I have family that live in Mexico City.
106. mittens: In the winter, I never leave the house
without mittens.
107. morsel: I only took a morsel of chocolate chips to
use with the cookie recipe.
108. motorbike: You should wear a helmet when you
ride a motorbike.
109. motorcycle: You should wear a helmet when you
ride a motorcycle.
110. musicians: They practiced the piano for years
before they thought of themselves as musicians.
111. natural: The valley made a natural amphitheater.
112. newborn: Newborn pandas weigh only five
ounces.
113. nice: Theo has some nice friends.
114. north: To go to his house, you have to head
north.
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115. Northern Ireland: Have you ever been to
Northern Ireland?
116. oats: You can feed oats to the horses if you´d like.
117. observe: The scientists observe the eclipse.
sandcastle: There is a sandcastle making
competition in most beach towns.
118. octopus: An octopus has eight tentacles.
119. oil: Olive oil is very healthy.
120. once: The play was performed only once.
121. opinion: Everyone is entitled to their own
opinion.
122. original: These people are the original
inhabitants of this village.
123. pale: In the winter my skin can be very pale from
lack of sunlight.
124. panther: The panther is surprisingly difficult to
spot.
125. pattern: I like the pattern on your skirt.
126. peach: I enjoy eating a peach.
127. perfume: She used too much perfume so all I
could smell was roses.
128. photograph: I keep a photograph of my kids on
my desk at work.
129. photosynthesis: We learned about
photosynthesis today in science class.
130. pipe: The water pipe is broken so we can use the
sink.
131. Planet: Planet Earth can’t heal herself.
132. politician: The politician addressed the public in
his speech.
133. pollution: Pollution in the lake is killing the fish.
134. portion: I would like several portions of meat
and dessert.
135. posture: She had poor posture as a child.
136. preservation: I will work for the preservation of
peace and international law and order.
137. ramp: A ramp is an example of inclined planes.
138. rapidly: The fish swam rapidly through the
water.
139. reaction: A response is a reaction caused by a
stimulus.
140. receive: I received a letter from my sister
yesterday.
141. recess: Do you want to play football or soccer
during recess today?

142. refuge: The high ground gave them refuge from
the floodwaters.
143. relax: Your muscles will relax after a hot bath.
144. rice: I prefer to eat rice instead of soup.
145. rocket: The space agency will launch a rocket
next month.
146. roller skates: I have to borrow some roller skates
on Saturday for the park.
147. rope: The took the rope and tied it to the tree so
we could use it to climb.
148. rubber: Rubber is a watertight and elastic
material.
149. ruler: Can you measure the desk with your ruler?
150. rural: People in rural areas often live by farming.
151. salty: I like salty potato chips.
152. San Francisco: I´m moving to San Francisco next
year to study.
153. sandcastle: There is a sandcastle making
competition in most beach towns.
154. science: I would like to study the science of
human societies.
155. scooter: It´s not safe to use your scooter on a
busy street with all the traffic.
156. scream: He screamed with fright.
157. sea: The Mediterranean Sea is very warm.
158. seldom: He seldom talks about his past.
159. shiver: He came in from the cold, shivering
violently.
160. sight: Pilots must have good sight.
161. skunk: Skunks can smell badly.
162. slept: I slept until 12 because I was ill.
163. snail: I saw a snail climbing that tree.
164. snowman: I love to build snowman every first
snowfall.
165. soccer: The soccer match was wonderful.
166. sparkle: If we want out poster to be unique we
should be some sparkle on it.
167. special: The memory of my grandfather is very
special to me.
168. spill: Don´t spill the tomato juice because it will
stain your clothes.
169. spot: A cheetah has many spots.
170. steak: I grilled a steak for dinner.
171. sticky: Be careful when using the glue because its
sticky.
172. stomp: Little kids always stomp around when
they are angry.
173. stop: I couldn't stop laughing at the joke.
174. sugar: It is easy to confuse sugar with salt.
175. surprised: I could see by his surprised
expression that I was the first to tell him the
news.
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176. survey: They prepared a survey to know what
people thought about the government.
177. symbol: The rose is a symbol of love.
178. T-shirt: I love your batman t-shirt.
179. taste: She had to taste the soup to see if it needed
more salt.
180. taxi: Let´s get a taxi because it is too far to walk.
181. telegraph: Edison worked as a telegraph
operator.
182. Thanksgiving: It is very typical to eat a turkey on
Thanksgiving.
183. tonight: Tonight is the night I (will) propose to
her.
184. traditional: I love your traditional dance.
185. trap: He will trap the mouse with a cage.
186. trousers: My trousers are too short, I need to buy
new ones.
187. truck: This truck can carry oil.
188. tub: I will fill the tub with water so you can take a
bath.
189. tunnel: The driver saw a light at the end of the
tunnel.
190. urban: This urban area is home to thousands of
people and businesses.
191. vegetarians: Are any of the dinner guests
vegetarians?
192. volume: Matter has mass and volume.
193. wake up: The noise in the street may wake me
up.
194. waste: Europeans often do not like to waste
paper.
195. watercolor: You can use watercolors for that
drawing.
196. wave: There was such a big wave that destroyed
the beach.
197. whisper: I whisper to my friend in class so the
teacher can not hear us.
198. world: The world is so big and diverse, we are
just small parts of it.
199. worm: The worm is a very small animal.
200. wrapped: The presents are all wrapped up for
Christmas and I can´t want to open them!
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